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QATESOL thanks Yeronga State High School for the use of their facilities for this event. 

 
 

 

 

 

Venue and Access Information 

 

Yeronga SHS Auditorium 

M Block,  

Oakwood St, Yeronga 
 



 

 

 

 

Morning PD Program 

8:30am Registration will be available 8:30am - 8:55am under the stairwell leading to the Library/ 

Resource Centre.  

Please ensure to register to receive your Professional Development Certificate which are 

emailed to participants and presenters after the event. 

8:55am 
Welcome 

Presenter: Gae Nastasi, President, QATESOL 

9:00am -

10:00am 
Presentation: Languages are our home - the ones we speak, the ones we learn! 

Presenter: Dr Simone Smala 

10:00am - 

10:30am 

Book Launch: Languages and Social Cohesion: A Transdisciplinary Literature Review 

Presenters: Dr Simone Smala (University of Queensland) and Gabriela Meier (University 

of Exeter) 

10:30am - 

11:00am 

Morning Tea & Networking  

Please advise the organisers of any dietary requirements they may have when registering for 

the event.  

If you require an alternative milk other than lactose free, please bring your own supply. 

Additionally, it would be appreciated if you could bring your own cup or mug to use during the 

morning tea break. A limited supply of disposable and reusable cups will be available for use 

on the day. 

11:00am - 

12:00pm 

QATESOL 2022 Annual General Meeting 

• 2021 President & Treasurer Reports 

• Election of 2022 Office Bearers and Management Committee 

 

Presenter Biography and Session Synopsis 

9:00am – 10:00am Languages are our home - the ones we speak, the ones we learn! 

Synopsis 

Languages, and language learning, are closely connected to concepts of belonging, wellbeing and confidence. 

This is the insight gained from a large thematic analysis of 285 studies from 50 countries that looked into social 

cohesion and linguistic diversity. The term social cohesion is related to terms like social integration and inclusion, 

social capital and community cohesion. These terms indicate a strong sense of belonging to a group. It turns out 

that such belonging to a group has a lot to do with the languages we speak or learn. As speakers of languages, 

we form networks and social and emotional bonds with others. While there is ample evidence that our first 

language provides a source of comfort and social support to us, such connections actually also play a role when 

we learn or acquire an additional language. In language learning, the stronger such bonds are, the more 

motivated the learner is to become a member of the community of speakers of that language. Synthesizing 

evidence from studies across the world, this presentation looks at the role of imagined communities, social 

participation, and a sense of belonging as positive factors for English language learners.  

 



 

 

Biography 

Dr. Simone Smala is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Education at the University of Queensland. Her 

background is in Language and Literacy, with a Masters in TESOL and teaching qualifications for English as 

a Second/Foreign Language and German. She teaches core courses in the primary and secondary teacher 

education program at UQ, in the fields of Educational Psychology and Sociology of Education. She designed 

and now coordinates and lectures the course "Multilingualism and Education", a core course in the UQ 

primary education program focussed on EAL/D learners.  

10:00am – 10:30am Languages and Social Cohesion: A Transdisciplinary Literature Review 

A critical and systematic review of existing research located at the crossroads of sociology, social 

psychology and applied linguistics, Languages and Social Cohesion offers valuable insights for social 

contexts in which decision makers and researchers grapple with questions of social cohesion in the 

presence of linguistic diversity.  

For further information or to purchase, click this link: https://www.routledge.com/Languages-and-Social-

Cohesion-A-Transdisciplinary-Literature-Review/Meier-Smala/p/book/9780367637200  

On behalf of the QATESOL Management Committee, thank you for your attendance 

at the         QATESOL PD Morning and Annual General Meeting held on Saturday 19th 

March 2022 at Yeronga State High School. 

https://www.routledge.com/Languages-and-Social-Cohesion-A-Transdisciplinary-Literature-Review/Meier-Smala/p/book/9780367637200
https://www.routledge.com/Languages-and-Social-Cohesion-A-Transdisciplinary-Literature-Review/Meier-Smala/p/book/9780367637200

